Nicky Richards (Lead Nurse)
Mobile: 07789 032933
(Nurse)TBC
Mobile: 07767641327
Haley Gooda (Nurse)
Mobile: 07769561872
Celia Drury (Nurse)
Mobile: 07990524072
Hollie El-Mahmoud (Nurse)
Mobile: 07725789734
Karishma Patel (Dietitian)
01634 825135
Aunty Annie (Play Specialist)
01634 825135
Dr Ranasinghe
Secretary: 01634 828931
Dr Ramadan & Dr Kurre
Secretary: 01634 825135
(Psychologist Team)
01634 825135
Michelle Jamieson (Diabetes Co-ordinator)
01634 825135

Penguin Assessment: 01634 825065
Children’s Diabetes Nurses Office: 01634 825135
Email:met-tr.coastdiabetesteam@nhs.net

# Our Announcements
We are hoping to hold a COaST Christmas party we will keep you informed.
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Please note if your nurse is
unavailable and your query is
urgent please call one of the other
nurses’ available Monday- Friday or
Penguin Assessment Unit.
All numbers can be found at the
front of the newsletter.
When not on duty your nurse’s
phone will be switched off and
therefore any texts will not be
received until their next working
day.
If no response to text please call
Children’s Diabetes Nurses Office:
01634 825135
Or Email
met-tr.coastdiabetesteam@nhs.net.
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Did you see…… Kate Moss’ daughter Lila walks the runway with insulin pump:
“You are an inspiration” fans praised the 19 year old model for showing type 1
diabetes representation on the runway.

Model Lila Moss, the
daughter of Kate Moss,
recently walked the
Fendi X Versace runway
at the Milan fashion
week with her insulin
pump on her leg

Spot the Pod!!!
Lila hasn’t addressed her type 1
diabetes much, but she did mention it
in a 2020 interview with The Kit. “I think
not many people know that I have
diabetes,” she said. “It’s not visible from
the outside, so no one would really
know just by looking at you. I have type
1.”
Lila also shared that she wants to be an
advocate for people with type 1
diabetes. “I’d definitely like to try and
help as much as I can,” she said.
“There’s loads of things I’d like to try
and help with.”
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Type 1 Diabetes and Your Child: Complications to Watch For
When you have Type 1 diabetes, your body doesn't make enough insulin. Normally
your body breaks down carbs into a type of sugar called glucose to use for energy.
Without insulin, your child's body can't turn glucose into energy, and it collects in their
blood. Sometimes, blood sugar that's too high or too low can bring problems.
Eye Problems
People with diabetes have a greater chance of eye problems. So
it's important that your child have regular eye exams. Most
people with diabetes only have minor eye trouble if their
diabetes is under control.
Glaucoma:
Having diabetes means your child is also more likely to get glaucoma. That's when
pressure builds up inside the eye. That can damage the retina and optic nerve. The risk is
greater the longer someone has diabetes. If untreated, glaucoma can cause vision loss.
People with diabetes are 40% more likely to have glaucoma.
Retinopathy :
Diabetes can hurt the blood vessels in the retina. High blood sugar and high blood
pressure can make them weaker. Changes in the retina usually don't happen before a
child reaches puberty and has had diabetes for a few years. Early on, a child with
retinopathy may have no symptoms. But if untreated, it can lead to blindness. Thankfully,
blood sugar control can slow down or even reverse the damage.
Nerve Damage:
High blood sugar can damage the blood vessels that take care of your child's nerves.
Called diabetic neuropathy, early symptoms include numbness, burning, tingling, and
pain, especially in the feet and legs. Because of nerve damage, your child may not realize
they have a cut on their foot until it's infected. Neuropathy is more common after
puberty, but it can happen earlier.
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Coeliac Disease
This is when the body has a reaction to gluten, a protein found in wheat, barley, and rye.
That reaction would keep your child from getting nutrients their body needs. Celiac
disease is about 10 times more common if your child has diabetes. Symptoms include







Bloating
Pain
Gas
Vomiting
Diarrhoea
Constipation

However this will be included in your annual blood tests ordered by your consultant to
confirm it and the possibility that your child try a gluten-free diet.

Foot problems
Badly managed type 1 diabetes can lead to poor blood flow and nerve damage,
which can lead to problems with the feet. If left untreated, these problems can cause
foot ulcers, infections and more serious complications.
It’s recommended that you check your feet every day for signs of redness, pain,
build-up of hard skin, numbness or changes in the shape of your feet. If you notice
any of these signs, speak to your doctor or healthcare team. If you are over 12 years
old you will get a foot check -up at least once a year to see if there are any changes
to your nerves. Foot problems are caused by regularly high blood glucose levels, so
it’s important to manage your type 1 diabetes as best as possible and ensure you’re
within the optimal blood glucose range.
All 12 years and over will have their feet checked annually during their clinic
appointment. But feel free to ask your consultant/diabetes nurse if you are worried at
any time.
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Important
DON’T FORGET TO DOWNLOAD YOUR
PUMP/METER and LIBRE ON A REGULAR BASIS
AT HOME
THIS IS IN ORDER TO REVIEW YOUR CHILDS
BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS TO HELP YOU TO
IMPROVE THEIR DIABETES MANAGEMENT

THE TEAM ARE THERE TO SUPPORT YOU FOR
FURTHER ADVICE IF REQUIRED
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We will be targeting all of our children and young people who have an increased
HbA1c level since their last clinic appointment to provide advice and support to help
bring their level down
Your HbA1c result looks at your overall blood glucose control for the previous three
months.
NICE recommends an HbA1c target of 6.5% (48mmol/mol) to reduce the chances of
long-term complications.
It is important that every person with Type 1 Diabetes should try their hardest to
reduce their HbA1c. We are here to help you with this.

If you’re struggling to get your diabetes under control please don’t lose heart.
Getting blood glucose levels under control takes work; getting the basics right will
help you make a start
Are you remembering to give your insulin?
Are you testing before each meal and before bed?
Do you spend a few minutes every 2-3 days looking through your recent numbers?
Are you relying on comfort foods or eating unhealthy foods too often
Please speak to your Nurse so that you can have the support of your healthcare team
around you and let us help you to get better control.
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Log onto www.diasend.com
Click on the personal tab to register with a personal account
Please tick the box to share the data so that it can be
viewed by the diabetes team at the hospital
Then enter the clinic ID which is 63-85094
Please download the diasend uploader via tools tab;
This will then be available via your desktop.
Double click on the diasend desktop icon,
Plug in your USB lead and download your insulin pump/
meter following your manufacturer’s instructions.
Once you have downloaded, please let your nurse know that
you have done so if you would like to
receive some advice on the information.
*Please note if you are downloading an accu chek insight pump you will need to
download another meter (i.e aviva/nano or expert meter) to create an ID
If unsure please contact your keyworker.

Please could you download your insulin pump/
meter the night before you are due to attend clinic
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Do you remember how to
follow the
Sick day rules?
During illness problems may occur with your child's diabetes:
1. The blood glucose concentration may rise
2. Ketones can be produced from fat breakdown
3. Your child may become thirsty and possibly dehydrated
The general rule is when your child is unwell, it is important that you are
on top of your child's diabetes.
Please read ALL of this guideline carefully.
Make sure that you:
 Check the blood glucose (BG) level regularly, at least every 4 hours, but
up to every 2 hours may be needed.
 Test your child's blood ketone level regardless of the BG level.
 Make sure that your child drinks lots of fluid to keep well hydrated.
Water, isotonic sports drinks or sugar-free fluids are probably best,
unless the BG level is low in which case drinks containing sugar are
needed. Avoid fizzy drinks, although you can use flat Cola, lemonade or
Lucozade.
 Carry on giving your child enough carbohydrates. If your child has a
poor appetite or does not want to eat, then you should give sugary
drinks, or food such as ice cream, jelly or yoghurt. It is best to give
sugary drinks in small sips on a regular basis so that your child is less
likely to feel sick or vomit.
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Making adjustment to Insulin Regimen
*NEVER STOP* GIVING YOUR CHILD INSULIN
 Doses may need to be reduced or more usually increased depending on
the BG and ketone levels.
 Continue to give the insulin mixture used at mealtimes, even if they are
not eating, although in this situation try to give foods shown above. It is
rare for a child to have a hypo when they are ill, even if not eating and
the usual insulin mixture is given.
 If the BG level is high (>10 mmol/L) at a mealtime, whether your child
is eating or not, give the normal insulin mixture, encourage fluids, and
recheck the BG and blood ketones 2 hours later. If BG/blood ketones are
on the way down, simply recheck again 2 hours later. If the BG/ketones
are not coming down, then additional fast acting insulin will be needed.
 If the BG level is high (>10 mmol/L), and it is at least 2 hours after a
mealtime insulin mixture has been given, then give additional fast acting
insulin every 2 hours according to the following calculations, depending
on the blood ketone level, whether your child is eating or not.
 If you are not sure what your Correction Dose is, calculate it as follows:
divide 100 by the total daily insulin dose (TDD). 1 unit of insulin should
lower the blood glucose by this amount. To work out how much insulin
to give, subtract 6 from the BG reading, then divide by the CD and give
this much insulin. Eg total daily dose 50 units. BG 16 mmol/l. 100 ÷ 50 =
2. 16 – 6 ÷ 2 = 5 units insulin.
 If the BG level is low (<10 mmol/L) but ketones are present, these are
called ‘starvation ketones’ and usually respond to drinking extra fluids.
Monitor BG levels closely, and extra insulin may be required if BG levels
rise.
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It’s that time of year
FLU ADVICE
Diabetes UK and all other agencies strongly recommend that all people with diabetes should
be vaccinated against influenza (flu) regardless of the type of diabetes management. This is
because people with diabetes are more at risk of potentially serious complications of flu
infections such as pneumonia. Elevated blood glucose levels, as a response to infection, can
increase the risk of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) which can be potentially fatal if left
untreated.
The flu virus changes or mutates, which is why every year a vaccine is produced based on
the strains of the virus expected to be circulating. The flu vaccine is not 'live' and cannot give
a person the flu, but because immunity can take about two weeks to become effective, some
people may develop the illness after being vaccinated if they are already incubating the virus
in their system.




Vaccination should be postponed for people with a feverish illness or infection and
avoided for those who have experienced serious allergic reaction to a flu vaccination
in the past
People who have an egg allergy may be at increased risk of reaction to flu
vaccination because some flu vaccines are made using eggs. There are low-egg and
egg-free flu vaccines which may be considered.

All children aged 2, 3 and 4 will be routinely offered the vaccine as a nasal spray, rather than
an injection, and children aged 2 -17 years with diabetes may also be offered the nasal
spray, although this may vary from place to place, unless they have severe asthma as well
or are wheezy at the time, when the injection should be used.

Possible side-effects:
After any vaccination your child may find that they experience side-effects. These happen as
the body makes antibodies to the disease and are natural. They will usually settle after a few
days. If your child’s temperature goes up, give them a painkiller (e.g. paracetamol) and
plenty of sugar-free drinks. The glucose control may be affected and they may run higher
than normal. This will usually settle as their body returns to normal.
If your child’s blood glucose levels remain consistently high or they experience anything
other than these mild side effects – you must inform your doctor or healthcare professional
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Starting secondary school is an exciting time but can also feel quite daunting. It’s
natural to feel nervous on your first day and you can guarantee that everyone else
will be feeling just the same!
When we start to feel worried or anxious, those thoughts can affect how we feel.
Let’s think about how you might feel when anxious. Where do you feel it in your
body? What happens?
-

Butterflies in tummy/ tummy ache

- Sweaty

-

Change in heart rate

- Dry mouth

-

Difficulty concentrating

- Shaky voice

-

Headache

- Sweaty palms

Our thoughts don’t just affect how we feel, they can also affect the way we behave.
- Here’s an example where three people are in the SAME situation but think
differently:
Person 1) Thought: That dog is with his owner who is walking behind

him. He doesn’t seem bothered that I’m here!
Feeling: Calm, relaxed
Behaviour: Carry on walking through the park; watch the dog; do
nothing
Person 2) Thought: That dog is looking at me. He seems interested

and friendly. I bet he wants to play!
Feeling: Happy, excited
Behaviour: Walk over to the dog; ask the owner if you can play with
the dog; throw a stick for the dog
Person 3) Thought: That dog is staring at me. He looks scary. I bet he

wants to jump on me or bite me!
Feeling: Scared, frightened, angry
Behaviours: Run away; Freeze
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In each of these situations, the people saw the same thing, but each of them thought
something different and acted differently. Thoughts have a big impact on how we
feel and what we do in a situation. The situation can remain the same, but if the
thought changes, it alters our feelings and behaviours.
When we feel anxious or worried our minds tend to think negative thoughts rather
than more positive ones or realistic ones. Sometimes the worry and anxiety can take
up so much room in our thoughts that they can trick us into thinking more negative
thoughts.
We want to be able to manage our thoughts so that they don’t get too big in our
heads and don’t negatively affect our behaviour: negative thoughts can lead to
negative behaviours whereas positive thoughts can lead to positive behaviours.
Mindfulness can help people feel less worried and help from getting caught up in all
of our thoughts. Most of the time our thoughts are about what might happen and
are much worse than what actually happens.
Below is a mindfulness grounding technique that can help remind you of the
present.
Stop what you are doing and focus on your breath. Notice:
- 5 things that you can see
- 4 things that you can hear
- 3 things that you can touch
- 2 things that you can smell
- 1 thing that you can taste

Below are some of the most frequent concerns that we hear from young people
when starting a new school:




Friendships (e.g., Worried about making new friends, worried about telling
new friends about diabetes, peers asking questions about diabetes, peers
looking at you etc.)
Managing diabetes (e.g., Injections at school, having snacks in class, alarms
going off in class)
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Bullying (e.g., The ‘stigma’ around diabetes, people saying mean things etc)
New setting (e.g., getting lost in the school, losing old friends, new teachers,
managing new workload)
The unknown- Many young people worry about starting secondary school
because of the unknown (which is completely understandable because it is not
something that you have ever had to do before!). And we know that when
people are unaware of the unknown, they usually feel fearful, worried,
anxious. Some people may be curious of the ‘unknown’, therefore some of
your peers may want to ask questions about diabetes. It is good to try and be
prepared for this. You can talk to someone close to you (such as family,
friends, your nurse) about how to deal with the above situations if they arise.

Use this space to list three solutions to any worries that you may be experiencing.
For example, what would you say to a new classmate if they were to ask you about
diabetes? Or what would you do if your alarm went off in class.

1.

2.

3.
There is no such thing as ‘normal’ because everyone is so different. Even if you can’t
see it on the outside, everyone has their differences. When you are in secondary
school it can feel very important to be normal. But remember there is no normal.
People just pretend because they also want to be normal.
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REMEMBER:
Everyone has differences, if we were all the same, the world would be boring.

Below are some useful links which may help you with the transition from primary
school to secondary school.


BBC bitesize: Top tips when starting secondary school. This page has a
range of videos discussing different questions and topics
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zh4wy9q/starting-secondary-school/1



Starting secondary school with Type 1 diabetes. This video explores myth
busting and how to deal with starting secondary school with diabetes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcwGo54tzbo



Starting secondary school with diabetes resources pack: This link gives you
access to a collection of useful resources to help support you in getting
the best diabetes care in schools:
https://www.diabetes.org.uk/guide-to-diabetes/your-child-anddiabetes/schools/diabetes-in-schools-resources
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Would you like an annual review?
Our Clinical Psychologist & Assistant Psychologist from Psicon are on hand to help.

Psicon are a psychological service based in Canterbury which specialise in supporting
children, young people and their families. Dr Simmonds started Psicon’s services for
younger people in 2008 and offers services both privately and to the NHS.
They are part of the Medway Diabetes Team and are offering assessments and ongoing
support for children, adolescents and their families who are facing problems associated with
the diagnosis and on-going management of Diabetes.

Clinical Psychologists are specially trained to help people who may be feeling sad,
worried, angry, or have had difficult things happen in their life. So, you may come to
see us if you have any of those feelings. The support we offer depends on what will
be most useful for you. We can offer ‘talking therapies’ with individuals or families, we
can help you learn new techniques to manage the problems that face you, or provide
recommendations and help you to think creatively to solve the problems. We work on
the basis that ‘the person is not the problem - the problem is the problem’ and aim
to help the people we work with live more in the way they would like to.
What might we talk about?
 When the problems started.
 If there's a pattern in the problems (keeping a diary or log book might help
here).
 Any general health problems, either now or in the past.
 Any big family events or issues like divorce or bereavement.
 Other services you've had help from, like social care, hospital or private
treatments.
What happens next?
The Clinical Psychologist will talk to you about what you would like from working with them,
and what you might like to be different in your life. If you would like to seek some support
from any of us, please speak to your keyworker or call the Diabetes Team to arrange this on
01634 825135 or email met-tr.coastdiabetesteam@nhs.net
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Annual Review with the Diabetes Dietitian
Food and lifestyle choices will always play an important part in managing
diabetes and the advice given by the team will be tailored specifically to your
child, taking account of his/her diabetes regime and lifestyle choices. Many
people benefit from an update on nutrition and appropriate lifestyle choices as
their journey with diabetes continues and new research is carried out, and our
diabetes dietitian can work with you to answer any questions and identify
achievable goals.
We would therefore encourage you to make an appointment (telephone or in
person) with our Paediatric Diabetes Dietitian and ask that you call us to
book on 01634 825135 or email met-tr.coastdiabetesteam@nhs.net
What should you expect from your appointment with the dietitian?









Diet history- looking at what is eaten for meals and snacks and how this might be
impacting on diabetes control
Growth monitoring - this includes measuring height and weight and ensuring that
this is appropriate for age
Healthy eating- advice on food groups, portion sizes, healthy food swaps and
relevant nutritional information
Information and advice in relation to other food related issues e.g. for medical
conditions like coeliac disease, allergies and intolerances
Hypoglycaemia treatment review – fast-acting carbohydrate options and suggestions
for follow on snacks if required
Exercise review – advice on how best to manage diet around activity and information
about snacks before and after exercising
Carbohydrate counting refresher if needed
Any other food or lifestyle queries you may have e.g. about alcohol (teenagers),
school lunches, residential trips
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Are you wearing an insulin pump, Flash Glucose sensor
(Libre), Continuous Glucose Monitor Sensor (CGM)?
Insulin pumps and CGM devices are held in place by an ‘adhesive’ patch. Unfortunately
some people can develop a reaction to the adhesive patch over time. This is called ‘Contact
Dermatitis’ which may be due to a combination of an allergy to the adhesive or other
component of the device or an irritant reaction to the device.
Reactions tend to develop after a few months of wearing as the skin gets sensitised to the
adhesive and classified as either ‘allergic dermatitis’ or ‘irritant dermatitis’.
Allergic Dermatitis – The skin will become very sore shortly after the adhesive is applied and
will look very red and inflamed. If you suspect an allergic reaction to the product, contact
you diabetes team as soon as possible.
Treating Allergic DermatitisSteroid cream may be prescribed for 5-7days. The site must be avoided for at
least six weeks. Even if the skin looks normal on the surface it takes weeks to
heal beneath and reapplying too quickly will result in a flare-up.
Discuss with your Diabetes Consultant in the first instance
Irritant Dermatitis – The skin may look inflamed when the device is removed but with the
use of a barrier film it is possible to continue wearing.

To reduce the risk of skin irritation:


Make sure the device sticks properly to reduce the need to reapply too often.
Choose the best location on as flat an area of skin as possible and do not get wet for
at least three hours when first applying
 Prepare the skin well before applying and look after the skin once the device has
been removed
 Minimise trauma to the skin when the device is removed
 Rotate the site of the device
(See our Good Skin Hygiene Regime for further support on keeping skin healthy)
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Good Skin Hygiene Regime Guide
Before applying your adhesive device
Rotate the area of skin used – try to identify at least SIX different areas of skin if
possible and try not to use the same site for at least a week after removal
Never apply to broken, damaged or sore skin. It is important to avoid this area for at
least six weeks, even if it looks like it has healed
Clean the skin with fragrant free antimicrobial soap such as *Simply soap and rinse
thoroughly (*NOTE: There are other brands available)
Dry skin thoroughly
Do not apply immediately after a bath or shower
Always apply in a dry environment or minimise humidity with a hairdryer
If excess sweating is a problem, apply a thin layer of anti-perspirant roll-on or spray
(sensitive or non-fragranced brand only). Apply 15minutes before and gently wipe
off before applying the adhesive
The use of a Barrier Film is recommended, apply a thin layer and allow to dry before
applying the adhesive

Removing the adhesive device safely
Always remove carefully to help reduce to avoid skin irritation
Keep close to the skin surface and peel away slowly – ‘low and slow’
The use of an adhesive removal spray/cream is recommended before removal
Gently cleanse the area after removal with fragrant free antimicrobial soap and dry
thoroughly.
Apply a thin layer of non-greasy moisturiser to skin after removal and repeat daily,
for example *Cetaben cream/*Zerobase cream/*Aveeno. Ensure new site is
cleansed and tried thoroughly before reapplying new adhesive to ensure no residual
moisturiser left on skin surface
(*Note: There are other brands available)
The advice above is intended to reduce or minimise the risk of skin irritation associated with the long-term
use of Insulin Pumps/Flash Glucose Sensors (Libre) & Continuous Glucose Monitor Sensors (CGMS) adhesion
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Our Christmas Quiz
1. Which famous Christmas song begins with the lyrics, 'You better watch
out, You better not cry'?
2. True or false: There are three towns/cities in the United States named
Santa Claus?
3. The lyrics, 'Holidays are coming, Holidays are coming', feature in
Christmas adverts for which famous drinks company?
4. In which country is Father Christmas known as Weihnachtsmann?
5. On what night does the Christmas season traditionally come to an end:
a) Fifth Night, b) Eighth Night, c) Twelfth Night?
6. Which popular Christmas movie is about a young boy who takes a train
ride to the North Pole?
7. Can you unscramble the following word to reveal an ice crystal that has 6
points: SWNOLKAEF?
8. True or false: There are two calling birds in the 12 Days of Christmas
song?
9. How did Mary travel to Bethlehem to give birth to baby Jesus:
a) Car, b) Donkey, c) Bicycle?
10. Which reindeer is said to be the most famous reindeer of all?
11. In which country does Christmas Day occur first: New Zealand or
Canada?
12. What is the name of the snowman that features in the Disney movie
Frozen?
13. What Christmas product was invented by a London sweet maker named
Tom Smith:
a) Crackers, b) Cards, c) Stockings?
14. Can you unscramble the following letters to reveal a word than means
Christmas: ELNO?
15. True or false: Four Sundays occur during the period of Advent?
Answers at the back
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Best of luck
Joe

Joe is one of our diabetic teenagers who will be doing a sponsored challenge in
2022.
He is planning to walk up Snowdon to raise funds for the diabetes team to be used
on activities and events to support them with their treatment.
Joe will be setting up a JustGiving page and will sharing the details with us next year.
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Amazon
COaST Wish List

Our resident play specialist works directly with the diabetes
team. You may have met her as an inpatient on the ward, in
clinic or at a home visit and she is better known as ‘Auntie
Annie’. She has set up an amazon wish list for items needed to
keep the children busy and happy, either in clinic or on home
visits. The diabetes team is a part of the Children’s Outreach
and Specialist Team caring for children and young people with
life limiting and life threatening conditions. Any donations
received will be jointly used by Annie for our patients with
diabetes as well as those with a range of other conditions.
If you would like to help please email auntie Annie
Annie.huxtable@nhs.net
To share the wish list.
Gifts will be sent directly to the hospital.
Thank you
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https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/TraceyMichell?ref=l2-shopheader-name - This online shop offers pump
and pen pouches.
Also available on the market are
http://www.pumpfashion.com/shop/ - This online shop supplies pump pouches, t shirts, Meter cases
and organisers, wristbands and other awareness products.
http://www.wowbands.co.uk - This online shop supplies medical ID bracelets, hypo kit bags, diabetes
car signs, and key rings.
http://www.funkypumpers.com/- This online shop supplies insulin pump accessories and also a wide
variety of diabetes related accessories.
http://pumppitz.co.uk/ - This online shop supplies insulin pump accessories
http://www.diawipe.com/ OR
https://www.accuchek.co.uk/gb/products/fingerprickers/handwipes.html
Finger wipes that can be used prior to testing blood sugars if hand washing facilities are unavailable.
Useful Websites
http://www.diabetes.org.uk/
http://www.jdrf.org.uk/
http://www.diabetes.org.uk/Guide-to-diabetes/Kids/What-is-diabetes/ - This website is able to help
parents and children alike understand diabetes and give some helpful tips and hints.
Buzzy pain relief- https://shop.diabetes.org.uk/store/essentials/buzzy®-for-pain-relief.aspx
Scientifically proven in randomised controlled
trials, Buzzy® Decreased Needle Pain by
80%.
Buzzy is a very cute vibrating bee with ice pack
wings that decreases sharp pain when placed
upstream. Buzzy uses natural pain relief by
confusing your body's own nerves and
distracting attention away from
the poke, thereby dulling or eliminating sharp
pain. In the same way that rubbing a bumped
elbow helps stop the hurt, or cool running
water soothes a burn, Buzzy® bypasses sharp
pain. Developed by a paediatrician, Buzzy® is
a reusable device for minor aches and pains,
stings, splinters or injections at home. Just
press on the skin to rapidly reduce sharp pains.
Magic peas (frozen peas in cling film) are a
cheaper alternative
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This is your newsletter; please let us know what you would like to be included. We
would love to see your ideas and your contributions will be greatly received.
For example:




Photos of any fundraising
Drawings by the children
Book reviews, interesting articles or any knowledge that you would like to
share.
If you have any ideas for outings/ group get togethers please feel free to get in
contact with us or fill in the tear off strip below and return to our office.
……………………………………………………………………………………………
Name:…………………………………………………………………………………………
My idea for a group
outing:……………………………………………………………………………………
Return to: Medway Maritime Hospital, COAST Office, Green Zone, Level 2, Windmill
Road, Gillingham, Kent. ME7 5NY

e
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Answers for Our Christmas Quiz

1. Santa Claus is coming to town
2. True: Santa Claus in Georgia, Indiana and Arizona!
3. Coca Cola
4. Germany
5. c) Twelfth Night
6. The Polar Express
7. Snowflake
8. False: There are four calling birds
9. b) Donkey
10. Rudolph
11. New Zealand
12. Olaf
13. a) Crackers
14. Noel
15. True
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If plan “A” didn’t work.
The alphabet has 25 more
letters!
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